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Summary

The dark matter story passed through several stages on its way from a minor
observational puzzle to a major challenge for theory of elementary particles.
I begin the review with the description of the discovery of the mass paradox in our
Galaxy and in clusters of galaxies. First hints of the problem appeared already in 1930s
and later more observational arguments were brought up, but the issue of the mass
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paradox was mostly ignored by the astronomical community as a whole. In mid 1970s
the amount of observational data was sufficient to suggest the presence of a massive and
invisible population around galaxies and in clusters of galaxies. The nature of the dark
population was not clear at that time, but the hypotheses of stellar as well as of gaseous
nature of the new population had serious difficulties. These difficulties disappeared
when non-baryonic nature of dark matter was suggested in early 1980s.
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The final break through came in recent years. The systematic progress in the studies of
the structure of the galaxies, the studies of the large scale structure based on galaxy
surveys, the analysis of the structure formation after Big Bang, the chemical evolution
of the Universe including the primordial nucleosynthesis, as well as observations of the
microwave background showed practically beyond any doubt that the Universe actually
contains more dark matter than baryonic matter! In addition to the presence of Dark
Matter, recent observations suggest the presence of Dark Energy, which together with
Dark Matter and ordinary baryonic matter makes the total matter/energy density of the
Universe equal to the critical cosmological density. Both Dark Matter and Dark Energy
are the greatest challenges for modern physics since their nature is unknown.
There are various hypotheses as for the nature of the dark matter particles, and generally
some form of weakly interactive massive particles (WIMPs) are strongly favored. These
particles would form a relatively cold medium thus named Cold Dark Matter (CDM).
The realization that we do not know the nature of basic constituents of the Universe is a
scientific revolution difficult to comprehend, and the plan to hunt for the dark matter
particles is one of the most fascinating challenges for the future.
1. Dark Matter Problem as a Scientific Revolution

Almost all information on celestial bodies comes to us via photons. Most objects are
observed because they emit light. In other cases, like for example in some nebulae, we
notice dark regions against otherwise luminous background which are due to absorption
of light. Thus both light absorption and light emission allow to trace the matter in the
Universe, and the study goes nowadays well beyond the optical light. Modern
instruments have first detected photon emission from astronomical bodies in the radio
and infrared regions of the spectrum, and later also in the X-ray and gamma-ray band,
with the use of detectors installed in space.
Presently available data indicate that astronomical bodies of different nature emit (or
absorb) photons in very different ways, and with very different efficiency. At the one
end there are extremely luminous supernovae, when a single star emits more energy
than all other stars of the galaxy it belongs to, taken together. At the other extreme there
are planetary bodies with a very low light emission per mass unit. The effectiveness of
the emissivity can be conveniently described by the mass-to-light ratio of the object,
usually expressed in Solar units in a fixed photometric system, say in blue (B) light. The
examples above show that the mass-to-light ratio M /L varies in very broad range. Thus
a natural question arises: Do all astronomical bodies emit or absorb light? Observations
carried out in the past century have led us to the conclusion that the answer is probably
NO.
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Astronomers frequently determine the mass by studying the object emission. However,
the masses of astronomical bodies can be also determined directly, using motions of
other bodies (considered as test particles) around or within the body under study. In
many cases such direct total mass estimates exceed the estimated luminous masses of
known astronomical bodies by a large fraction. It is customary to call the hypothetical
matter, responsible for such mass discrepancy, Dark Matter.
The realization that the presence of dark matter is a serious problem which faces both
modern astronomy and physics grew slowly but steadily. Early hints did not call much
attention.
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The first indication for the possible presence of dark matter came from the dynamical
study of our Galaxy. Dutch astronomer Jan Henrik Oort analyzed in 1932 vertical
motions of stars near the plane of the Galaxy and calculated from these data the vertical
acceleration of matter. He also calculated the vertical acceleration due to all known stars
near the Galactic plane. His result was alarming: the density due to known stars is not
sufficient to explain vertical motions of stars – there must be some unseen matter near
the Galactic plane.
The second observation was made by Fritz Zwicky in 1933. He measured radial
velocities of galaxies in the Coma cluster of galaxies, and calculated the mean random
velocities in respect to the mean velocity of the cluster. Galaxies move in clusters along
their orbits; the orbital velocities are balanced by the total gravity of the cluster, similar
to the orbital velocities of planets moving around the Sun in its gravitation field. To his
surprise Zwicky found that orbital velocities are almost a factor of ten larger than
expected from the summed mass of all galaxies belonging to the cluster. Zwicky
concluded that, in order to hold galaxies together in the cluster, the cluster must contain
huge amounts of some Dark (invisible) matter.
The next hint of the dark matter existence came from cosmology.

One of the cornerstones of the modern cosmology is the concept of an expanding
Universe. From the expansion speed it is possible to calculate the critical density of the
Universe. If the mean density is less than the critical one, then the expansion continues
forever; if the mean density is larger than the critical, then after some time the
expansion stops and thereafter the Universe starts to collapse. The mean density of the
Universe can be estimated using masses of galaxies and of the gas between galaxies.
These estimates show that the mean density of luminous matter (mostly stars in galaxies
and interstellar or intergalactic gas) is a few per cent of the critical density. This
estimate is consistent with the constraints from the primordial nucleosynthesis of the
light elements.
Another cornerstone of the classical cosmological model is the smooth distribution of
galaxies in space. There exist clusters of galaxies, but they contain only about one tenth
of all galaxies. Most of the galaxies are more or less randomly distributed and are called
field galaxies. This conclusion is based on counts of galaxies at various magnitudes and
on the distribution of galaxies in the sky.
Almost all astronomical data fitted well to these classical cosmological paradigms until
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1970s. Then two important analyses were made which did not match the classical
picture. In mid 1970s first redshift data covering all bright galaxies were available.
These data demonstrated that galaxies are not distributed randomly as suggested by
earlier data, but form chains or filaments, and that the space between filaments is
practically devoid of galaxies. Voids have diameters up to several tens of megaparsecs.
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At this time it was already clear that structures in the Universe form by gravitational
clustering started from initially small fluctuations of the density of matter. Matter “falls”
to places where the density is above the average, and “flows away” from regions where
the density is below the average. This gravitational clustering is a very slow process. In
order to form presently observed structures, the amplitude of density fluctuations must
be at least one thousandth of the density itself at the time of recombination, when the
Universe started to be transparent. The emission coming from this epoch was first
detected in 1965 as a uniform cosmic microwave background. When finally the
fluctuations of this background were measured by COBE satellite they appeared to be
two orders of magnitude lower than expected from the density evolution of the
luminous mass.
The solution of the problem was suggested independently by several theorists. In early
1980s the presence of dark matter was confirmed by many independent sources: the
dynamics of the galaxies and stars in the galaxies, the mass determinations based on
gravitational lensing, and X-ray studies of clusters of galaxies. If we suppose that the
dominating population of the Universe – Dark Matter – is not made of ordinary matter
but of some sort of non-baryonic matter, then density fluctuations can start to grow
much earlier, and have at the time of recombination the amplitudes needed to form
structures. The interaction of non-baryonic matter with radiation is much weaker than
that of ordinary matter, and radiation pressure does not slow the early growth of
fluctuations.
The first suggestions for the non-baryonic matter were particles well known at that time
to physicists – neutrinos. However, this scenario soon led to major problems. Neutrinos
move with very high velocities which prevents the formation of small structures as
galaxies. Thus some other hypothetical non-baryonic particles were suggested, such as
axions. The essential property of these particles is that they have much lower velocities.
Because of this the new version of Dark Matter was called Cold, in contrast to neutrinodominated Hot Dark Matter. Numerical simulations of the evolution of the structure of
the Universe confirmed the formation of filamentary superclusters and voids in the Cold
Dark Matter dominated Universe.
The suggestion of the Cold Dark Matter has solved most problems of the new
cosmological paradigm. The actual nature of the CDM particles is still unknown.
Physicists have attempted to discover particles which have properties needed to explain
the structure of the Universe, but so far without success.
One unsolved problem remained. Estimates of the matter density (ordinary + dark
matter) yield values of about 0.3 of the critical density. This value – not far from unity
but definitely smaller than unity – is neither favored by theorists nor by the data,
including the measurements of the microwave background, the galaxy dynamics and the
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expansion rate of the Universe obtained from the study of supernovae. To fill the
matter/energy density gap between unity and the observed matter density it was
assumed that some sort of vacuum energy exists. This assumption is not new: already
Einstein added to his cosmological equations a term called the Lambda-term. About ten
years ago first direct evidence was found for the existence of the vacuum energy,
presently called Dark Energy. This discovery has filled the last gap in the modern
cosmological paradigm.
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In the International Astronomical Union (IAU) symposium on Dark Matter in 1985 in
Princeton, Scott Tremaine characterized the discovery of the dark matter as a typical
scientific revolution, connected with changes of paradigms. Kuhn (1970) in his book
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions discussed in detail the character of scientific
revolutions and paradigm changes. There are not so many areas in modern astronomy
where the development of ideas can be described in these terms, thus we shall discuss
the Dark Matter problem also from this point of view.

2. Early Evidence of the Existence of Dark Matter
2.1 Local Dark Matter

The dynamical density of matter in the Solar vicinity can be estimated using vertical
oscillations of stars around the galactic plane. The orbital motions of stars around the
galactic center play a much smaller role in determining the local density. Ernst Öpik
(1915) found that the summed contribution of all known stellar populations (and
interstellar gas) is sufficient to explain the vertical oscillations of stars – in other words,
there is no need to assume the existence of a dark population. A similar analysis was
made by Jacobus C. Kapteyn (1922), who first used the term “Dark Matter” to denote
invisible matter which existence is suggested by its gravity only. Both Öpik and
Kapteyn found that the amount of invisible matter in the Solar neighborhood is small.
Another conclusion was obtained by Jan Oort (1932). His analysis indicated that the
total density, found from dynamical data, exceeds the density of visible stellar
populations by a factor of up to 2. This limit is often called the Oort limit. This result
means that the amount of invisible matter in the Solar vicinity should be approximately
equal to the amount of visible matter.
The local density of matter has been re-determined by various authors many times.
Grigori Kuzmin (1952, 1955) and his students Heino Eelsalu and Mihkel Jõeveer
confirmed the earlier result by Öpik. A number of other astronomers, including more
recently John Bahcall, found results in agreement with Oort's result. This discussion
was open until recently; we will describe the present conclusions below.
For long time no distinction between local and global dark matter was made. The
realization, that these two types of dark matter have very different properties and nature
came from the detailed study of galactic models, as we shall discuss below (Einasto
1974).
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2.2 Global Dark Matter – Clusters, Groups and Galaxies
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A different mass discrepancy was found by Fritz Zwicky (1933). He measured redshifts
of galaxies in the Coma cluster and found that the velocities of individual galaxies with
respect to the cluster mean velocity are much larger than those expected from the
estimated total mass of the cluster, calculated from masses of individual galaxies. The
only way to hold the cluster from rapid expansion is to assume that the cluster contains
huge quantities of some invisible dark matter. According to his estimate the amount of
dark matter in this cluster exceeds the total mass of cluster galaxies at least tenfold,
probably even more. As characteristic in scientific revolutions, early indications of
problems in current paradigms are ignored by the community, this happened also with
the Zwicky’s discovery.
The stability of clusters of galaxies was discussed in a special meeting during the IAU
General Assembly in 1961. Here the hypothesis of Ambartsumian on the expansion of
clusters was discussed in detail. Van den Bergh drew attention to the fact that the
dominating population in elliptical galaxies is the bulge consisting of old stars,
indicating that cluster galaxies are old. It is very difficult to imagine how old cluster
galaxies could form an instable and expanding system. These remarks did not find
attention and the problem of the age and stability of clusters remained open.
The next step in the study of masses of systems of galaxies was made by Kahn and
Woltjer (1959). They paid attention to the fact that most galaxies have positive redshifts
as a result of the expansion of the Universe; only the Andromeda galaxy (M31) has a
negative redshift of about 120 km/s, directed toward our Galaxy. This fact can be
explained, if both galaxies, M31 and our Galaxy, form a physical system. A negative
radial velocity indicates that these galaxies have already passed the apogalacticon of
their relative orbit and are presently approaching each other. From the approaching
velocity, the mutual distance, and the time since passing the perigalacticon (taken equal
to the present age of the Universe), the authors calculated the total mass of the double
12
system. They found that M tot ≥ 1.8 ×10 M : . The conventional masses of the Galaxy
11
and M31 are of the order of 2 × 10 M : . In other words, the authors found evidence for
the presence of additional mass in the Local Group of galaxies. The authors suggested
5
that the extra mass is probably in the form of hot gas of temperature about 5 ×10 K.
Using more modern data Einasto & Lynden-Bell (1982) made a new estimate of the
total mass of the Local Group, using the same approach, and found the total mass of
4.5 ± 0.5 × 1012 M : . This estimate is in good agreement with new determinations of the
sum of masses of M31 and the Galaxy including their dark halos (see below).
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Figure 1. The rotation curve of M31 by Roberts (1975). The filled triangles show the
optical data from Rubin and Ford (1970), the filled circles show the 21-cm
measurements made with the 300-ft radio telescope (reproduced by permission of the
AAS and the author).
A certain discrepancy was also detected between masses of individual galaxies and
masses of pairs and groups of galaxies. The conventional approach for the mass
determination of pairs and groups of galaxies is statistical. The method is based on the
virial theorem and is almost identical to the procedure used to calculate masses of
clusters of galaxies. Instead of a single pair or group often a synthetic group is used
consisting of a number of individual pairs or groups. These determinations yield for the
mass-to-light ratio (in blue light) the values M /LB = 1…20 for spiral galaxy dominated
pairs, and M /LB = 5…90 for elliptical galaxy dominated pairs (for a review see Faber &
Gallagher 1979). These ratios are larger than found from local mass indicators of
galaxies (velocity dispersions at the center and rotation curves of spiral galaxies).
However, it was not clear how serious is the discrepancy between the masses found
using global or local mass indicators.
2.3 Rotation Curves of Galaxies

Another problem with the distribution of mass and mass-to-light ratio was detected in
spiral galaxies. Babcock (1939) obtained spectra of the Andromeda galaxy M31, and
found that in the outer regions the galaxy is rotating with an unexpectedly high velocity,
far above the expected Keplerian velocity. He interpreted this result either as a high
mass-to-light ratio in the periphery or as a strong dust absorption. Oort (1940) studied
the rotation and surface brightness of the edge-on S0 galaxy NGC 3115, and found in
the outer regions a mass-to-light ratio ~ 250 . Subsequently, Rubin & Ford and Roberts
& Rots extended the rotation curve of M31 up to a distance ~ 30 kpc, using optical and
radio data, respectively. The rotation speed rises slowly with increasing distance from
the center of the galaxy and remains almost constant over radial distances of 16–30 kpc,
see Figure 1.
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The rotation data allow us to determine the distribution of mass, and the photometric
data – the distribution of light. Comparing both distributions one can calculate the local
value of the mass-to-light ratio. In the periphery of M31 and other galaxies studied the
local value of M /L , calculated from the rotation and photometric data, increases very
rapidly outwards, if the mass distribution is calculated directly from the rotation
velocity. In the periphery old metal-poor halo-type stellar populations dominate. These
metal-poor populations have a low M /L ≈ 1 (this value can be checked directly in
globular clusters which contain similar old metal-poor stars as the halo). In the
peripheral region the luminosity of a galaxy drops rather rapidly, thus the expected
circular velocity should decrease according to the Keplerian law. In contrast, in the
periphery the rotation speeds of galaxies are almost constant, which leads to very high
local values of M /L > 200 near the last points with a measured rotational velocity.
Two possibilities were suggested to solve this controversy. One possibility is to identify
the observed rotation velocity with the circular velocity, but this leads to the presence in
galaxies of an extended population with a very high M /L . The other possibility is to
assume that in the periphery of galaxies there exist non-circular motions which distort
the rotation velocity.
To make a choice between the two possibilities for solving the mass discrepancy in
galaxies more detailed models of galaxies were needed. In particular, it was necessary
to take into account the presence in galaxies stellar populations with different physical
properties (age, metal content, color, M /L value).
-

-
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